
FastStart for SMB 
(from £5,000 to £7,500)

Get up and running in Azure quickly 
with Fast Start for SMB, a fully 
functional single region Azure 
environment that is secure and 
ready to run production workloads. 
Designed and implemented in your 
Azure tenancy by Advania within 3 to 
5 days.

The Azure Velocity Landing Zone | Fast 
Start for SMB is the ideal solution for 
smaller customers that are looking for 
a cost-efficient, simple deployment to 
accelerate cloud adoption. 

Following the principle of keeping the 
architecture as simple as possible, 
whilst ensuring alignment to good 
practice, this is a rapid landing zone 
deployment using recommended 
configurations that provide a simpler 
engagement model and faster delivery 
with a correspondingly lower entry 
cost to cloud adoption.
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Accelerate your cloud journey

  A cloud MVP for smaller organisation built on a core set of core 
Azure capabilities built from standard Azure cloud services and best 
practices

  Using recommended configurations that provide a simpler engagement 
model and faster delivery

Secure foundation

  Secure baseline environment with complete visibility of your threat 
and security landscape via Azure Security Center

Accelerated cloud adoption

  The Fast Start for SMB Landing Zone is a single-region Azure landing 
zone with a set of recommended and tested settings for: Management 
Groups, Subscription Organisation, Resource Naming, Azure Baseline 
Policy Assignments, Connectivity for Azure Express Route and VPN, 
Azure Backup and Site Recovery policy, Azure Firewall

  Designed to scale as services are built or moved to Azure The Fast 
Start Landing Zone for SMB contains a set of core Azure capabilities 
built from standard Azure cloud services and best practices so that 
you start your cloud journey with a solid foundation and with the 
appropriate tools established from the outset

Azure Velocity  
Landing Zone
3-5 Days


